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BIO
I have always been passionate about visual aesthetics; from a time before even I can remember. I 
graduated with my Bachelor of Science in Digital Arts & Design in 2006 and continued onward 
receiving my Master of Science in Entertainment Business in 2008. I am your 360 degree, one-stop 
shop for everything photography, production and design. From setting up and managing shoots, to 
post-production/editing, to implementation/design of your website, portfolio and/or business 
necessities...I have it covered.  I can ensure my creativity can flow lucidly while still maintaining the 
vision and purpose of your brand or identity. 

I have worked with a wide variety of clientele. From test shooting for Wilhelmina Models Miami and 
Elite Model Management, to designing for shows conducted by Christian Siriano and Janice 
Dickinson, to shooting fashion events for magazines such as Plum Miami Magazine and Mode 
Lifestyle Magazine, I am well versed. I have also worked with many high profile clients such as 
Lindsay Lohan, Katy Perry, Pharrell Williams, Kaskade, Julian Marley, Barneys New York, Embassy 
Row, Gilt Groupe, Vogue, Glamour Magazine, Condé Nast, and the list continues. I am known 
throughout the South Florida region for my high caliber vision, abstract thinking and original imaging. 
Having established myself well in Miami, I have now re-geared my energy and focus on a new 
market, New York City. 

Here I have found the home I have been searching for my entire life. Surrounded by fashion and 
creativity, my senses have exploded with inspiration and drive. I had such difficulties figuring out what 
exactly it was that I wanted to focus on out of all my many passions, but suddenly it all made perfect 
sense. It wasn’t a specific interest that I needed to choose, it was the city I chose to live in. New York 
City gives me the platform I need to utilize all of my skills and delve into the many things I find 
inspiration in, while looking absolutely fabulous the entire time, of course!
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ARTIST STATEMENT
I believe that the soul is your stamp on the galaxy and time. Although your essence will live on 
forever, being able to capture it in a digital format is merely temporary. A photograph is so much more 
than just an image, it is a frozen encapsulation of time that will never again repeat itself. A video is a 
re-configuration of life instances and abstractions of those instances. A piece of art is a well executed 
concept with intent to move an audience, not an unstructured notion without a purpose. A design is a 
meticulously sculpted idea with an intent of inception. 

My mission in life is to inspire my surroundings. To motivate people to reach their highest potentials. 
Life is my canvas, and I fully intend to paint it with vivid color, texture, and reason. 

Photography, management, facilitation, production, fashion and design with the clarity of a lucid mind.
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EDITORIAL
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WOMEN
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MEN
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LOOK BOOK
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AD CAMPAIGN
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STILL LIFE
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ECOM: WOMEN’S FASHION
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ECOM: MEN’S FASHION
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ECOM: STILL LIFE
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ECOM: JEWELRY
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DIGITAL ART
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PUBLICATIONS

192 PLUM MIAMI

UM sustainability coordinator Ian 
McKeown on his passion for kiteboarding

Portrait by ANTHONY HUMPHREYS

The guy fl ew by me and did a back fl ip off a wave, fol-
lowed by a soulful surf-inspired turn across the wa-
ter. I was surfi ng in the traditional manner on South 
Beach at the time, but in that moment I knew I 
would become a kiteboarder.

  There is nothing in the world like the freedom of glid-
ing over the water, leaning hard on the edge of the board. All 
you hear is the gentle rush of wind through the kite lines and 
the sound of the board cutting through the water. 

Kiteboarding is a healthy activity, with no motors or emis-
sions. It’s fueled by the sheer power of Mother Nature alone. 
Still in its infancy, it’s a sport for the future. The entire ocean 
becomes your own private ski mountain.

Kiteboarding became a passion. I found my niche in the sport 
pursuing the wake-style aspect, focusing on speed, power, and 
technical tricks. Work, budgets, school—all of them were ad-
justed to the wind’s schedule. I rode hard and learned new 
tricks. I swam long distances with broken gear, lost money, 
made money, went through surgery and rehab, lost girlfriends, 
traveled to exotic places—and it was all worth it. 

Now I have an amazing network of kiteboarding friends all 
over the globe, as well as sponsorships and videos. I’ve also had 
the opportunity to introduce others to the sport, sharing in the 
joy of their fi rst ride. 

How else could a person jump more than 30 feet in the air, 
hang for eight seconds—literally fl ying—and then turn across a 
wave, admiring the beauty of the ocean’s gifts at up to 40 mph? 

With kiteboarding, the ocean is your domain. How you ride 
is up to you.   

For kiteboarding lessons and gear in Key Biscayne, visit TKS Miami (260 Crandon 
Blvd., unit 33, 305-361-0168, tksmiami.com). Miami Beach natives can try F1RST 
Surf Shop (40 South Pointe Dr., suite 107, 305-397-8103).
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ONLINE PUBLICATIONS
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DESIGN
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BRANDING
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Photo Director and Photographer

Anthony Humphreys 709 Dekalb Ave. #18
Brooklyn, NY
11216

Address Contact DigitalAnt@me.com
305.343.8199
@digitalant

anthonyhumphreys.com

I am a 30 year old well versed photographer and photo director from Miami. I 
now reside in New York City and I have absolutely fallen in love. Being able to 
use my diverse skill set around every corner is a constant inspiration.

I have a decade of experience in photography. From freelance to fashion, 
studio to environmental, food, drink, events, and all the way to producing 
custom co-branded content for multi-million dollar campaigns. I have an 
interesting edge as my roots were as a graphic designer before photographer. 
I have a multi-cultural view point as I’ve traveled and explored tons of ground.

Thanks for taking the time to look over my not-so-traditional resume. I’d say I 
hope you like it - but hope is not a strategy. Lets work together!
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Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Lightroom
Capture One
Adobe Bridge
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe InDesign
Adobe Premier

Photography
Retocuhing
Table top & Food Styling
Post Production
Videography

Photo Research / Usage Laws
Video Editing

Production
Art Direction
Color Theory
Eye for Fashion
Apple Guru

Final Cut Pro
Microsoft Office
Apple iWork
Mac OSX
Windows 7

Software Skills

SPANISH
Basic Level
Read/Write

ENGLISH
Native Language

August 2006 to April 2007
Bachelor of Science in Digital Arts and Design
Full Sail University

June 2005 to July 2006
Assosciate of Science in Digital Media
Full Sail University

June 2007 to December 2008
Master of Science in Entertainment Business
Full Sail University

1
Thrillist Media Group
Photographer; The CoLab
February 2014 - Present

-Concept to execution for 
co-branded multi-million dollar 
ad campaigns
-Photo research & production of 
custom content across 48 cities
-Sole client facing photographer 
traveling the country for 
co-branded event experiences
-Shot fashion, food, drink, cars, 
events, product, executives, 
interiors, commerce & lifestyle

Barneys New York
Lead Photographer
February 2012 - January 2013

-Lead team of eCom, product, 
and fashion photographers
-Ensure all technical and 
consistency standards were met 
team and site wide flawlessly
-Create custom imagery for 
eblasts, marketing promos & ads 
-Hold & book talent including 
models, make-up/hair, stylists & 
freelance photographers best 
suited for vision

Apple
Lead Creative
March 2007 - January 2012

-Ran team of 10 trainers 
responsible for training clients 
Apple pro software
-Facilitated auditorium 
workshops of 500+ people 
speaking about workflows, 
database management, creative 
processes & techniques
-Trips to Apple HQ in Cupertino 
for special projects like package 
design, software development 
and new facilitation techniques 

iTunes
Event Producer; Artist Relations
March 2010 - January 2012

-Setup, coordinated and 
executed live events in Florida 
Apple Stores
-Directly dealt with artists 
management to ensure a 
smooth production for all
-Booked major artists like 
Kaskade, Pharrell Williams, Julian 
Marley and Tiesto
-Managed costs & production 
teams to create the best event 
while remaining within budget

2

3 4

Best Co-Branded Content Campaign
Awarded for Thrillist x Budlight Mixxtails for the best 
co-branded content of any ad agency in 2015
AdWeek

Best Co-Branded Content Campaign
Awarded for JackThreads x GE project for the creation, launch, and 
content advertising surrounding the GE Moon Boot
AdWeek

Best Re-Design and Brand Identity for The Daily Buzz
University wide contest to rebrand The Daily Buzz news show. 
Awarded first place and all ideas impemented into the show after
Full Sail University
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